EAGLE TIMES
NEWS SOARING FROM US TO YOU!

See If you can
find 3 small
hidden eagles!

Welcome back to
another edition of
Eagle Times!

Cheers to a new school year. Hope you had a great summer! Welcome Mrs. Shelton,
our new principal! Welcome 4th graders, we hope you are liking Arroyo so far, and welcome
back 5th graders! We are going to continue to make the Eagle Times, Arroyo's newspaper.
We are excited to have most of the same crew back, and we’re looking for more members. If
you want to join, be ready for some work and a big commitment! We have meetings on Friday
during lunch and lunch recess in Room 10 with our club supervisor Mrs Sevilla. We are going
to continue making the Eagle Times starting with the 5th edition. Did you know that you can
go to the Arroyo website and look at all of our old newspapers from last year? Have fun
reading! Just a reminder with global warming and pollution, we encourage you to not litter, by
throwing away your trash at lunch.
-Molly Birbach and the Newspaper crew
This edition was...
Formatted by Keiran Hennelly, Alisa Portner, and Emma Dougherty
Edited by Sarina Binetti and Elise Leparmentier

We will be
featuring...
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Author Interview: Katie Zhao
By: Emma Dougherty & Karan Sangani
Q: Are you planning a sequel to The
Katie Zhao came and visited the 5th

Dragon Warrior?

graders a few weeks ago. She wrote
the book, The Dragon Warrior. It is

A: “I am planning a sequel to The

about a Chinese-American character,

Dragon Warrior. Unfortunately, I

who goes on a quest through

cannot reveal the title to the

different China towns.

public, yet. I will soon open up

Mr. & Ms. Know-itAll
Have a problem?
Write it down on a
slip of paper, and
drop it in the office.

the title to the public, though.
Q: When did you first start writing?

But I can tell you that it is with
the same characters and theme, but

A: “I first started writing when I

the quest is different.”

Student:

Q: Do you have any tips for reading

I am new to this school and

was 7 years old.”
Q: What was the first book you ever

and writing?

I am having trouble making

wrote?
A: “You should always read and
A: “I first started writing an

write a lot of different genres if

adventure novel in 6th grade but I

you aspire to be a great author.”

never finished it. My first real
novel was a romance novel, but it

Q: Do you have anything you’d like

is very different from The Dragon

to say to our readers?

Warrior.”
A: “If you read a lot of different

friends. What should I do?

Mr. & Ms. Know-it-all:
Try to look for a group
that’s playing something
you enjoy. Then introduce
yourself. Now you have met

Q: Did you enjoy going to school

genres you will become a better

a group who has something

when you were a kid, and what was

reader. By being a better reader,

your favorite subject?

it can make you a better writer”

in common with you.

A: “I loved school! Except until

Q: How do you know so much about

high school when we had a lot to
do. But, ELA (English Language
Arts) was by far my favorite
subject.”
Q: What inspired you to write The
Dragon Warrior?
A: “Seeing a lack of diversity in
cultures for younger readers really
made me want to write a book about
a Chinese-American character, since
that is something that is really
important to me. I was also
inspired by the Percy Jackson
series and all of Rick Riordan’s
books.”

San Francisco? Did you grow up

Student:
I’m afraid to join a club

there?

because there are some mean

A: “I visited and researched a lot

do?

kids in the club. What do I

of the places I wrote about. I
studied Phoenix, San Francisco,
Chicago, and Washington DC. I have
visited SF a lot, and some of my

Mr. & Ms. Know-it-all:
Even though there are mean

friends know a lot about SF.”

kids, you have to stand up

Q: What do you like to do in your

is to bring a good friend.

free time?

for yourself. Another option
They can stand up for you

A: “In my free time I like to hang
out with my friends, watch movies,
and I like to sing. I am actually a
singer, and one time in college, I
sang in an Cappella group.”
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too. If that doesn’t work
than bring your problem to
an adult.

Sports Section
By: Anna Lawrence and
Emma Dougherty

Women’s Soccer
The USA Women’s
Soccer team has finally chosen
to do something about gender
discrimination. On Friday, just
three months before the start of
the World Cup, the USA
Women's Soccer team filed a
lawsuit against their own
organization. When the team
filed the lawsuit, they picked a
good day to do it! On National
Women's Day, the lawsuit was
filed. They did that because they
think that how the USA
Women's team gets paid is
unfair. In the 2014 Men’s World
Cup, the USA Men’s Soccer
team lost, and in 2015, the USA
Women’s team won their
tournament. Even though the
women’s team won, they got
paid nearly $2,000,000 less!

Sports World Records!
The oldest gymnast in the world is named
Johanna Quaas, she is 92 years old. At
age 86, she competed in a gymnastics
competition, and it was recorded, so it is
now the Guinness World Record for the
oldest gymnast.

Xie Guizhong set a world record of the
most one finger pushups in 30 seconds.
On December 8, 2011, Xie did 41 one
finger pushups in only 30 seconds!

Christopher Irmscher set a strange world
record on September 13, 2008. He set a
world record for the fastest 100 metre
hurdles wearing swimming fins (for a
male)! He completed it in 14.82 seconds.

Words to know:
gender discrimination: means one
gender gets better or more rights
than the other gender
lawsuit: a claim that is brought to a
law court to make right

Credits: guinnessworldrecords.com, nbcnews.com
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Teacher Feature

!

Mrs. Skinner!
By: Alisa Portner and Hadley Ryan
This year Arroyo is welcoming 2 new 4th grade teachers, Mrs Skinner and Mrs Lamb. In this edition we will be
interviewing one of them, Mrs. Skinner. We have all sorts of fun and wacky questions in store. Did you know that Mrs
Skinner loves taking care of her 50+ chickens, many goats, ducks, guinea fowl, and assorted cats and dogs on her farm? She
also has 3 daughters. Make sure to say “HI” to her when you see her in the halls!
Mrs. Skinner
Question #1: “What is one of your hidden talents?”
Answer: “I can act, I have been in 2 movies. I was in Lost Boys, and Brotherhood of Justice as an extra in the background.”
Question #2 “If you could put anything in your classroom, what would it be?”
Answer: “I would have a living room setup, maybe with a ﬁreplace and big comfy couches. We would do Reader’s Workshop by
the ﬁre and it would be so comfy.”
Question #3 “What did you do before you were a teacher?”
Answer: “I was a substitute teacher for 12 years in San Carlos. I was also a stay at home mom.”
Question #4: ‘What is your dream pet?”
Answer: “A miniature donkey! at my farm, we already have miniature goats and chickens, so why not have a miniature
donkey!”
Question #5 “What would you name your dream pet?”
Answer: “I would name my miniature donkey Mr. Buttons.”

prep time: 20 minutes
Cook time: 10 minutes
Ready in: 35 minutes

By: Sarina Binetti
Grandma Ruth’s Snickerdoodle Cookies

Directions:
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees F (200 degrees C). Line a baking sheet with
parchment paper or lightly grease it.
Ingredients:
1 1/2 cups white sugar
1 cup softened butter
2 eggs
2 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
1 teaspoon baking soda
1/4 teaspoon salt
Coating:
2 tablespoons white sugar
2 teaspoons ground
cinnamon

2. Beat 1 1/2 cups white sugar, butter, and eggs together in a bowl using an
electric mixer until smooth and creamy. Combine flour, cream of tartar, baking
soda, and salt in a separate bowl; stir into creamed butter mixture until dough
holds together.
3. Mix 2 tablespoons white sugar and cinnamon together in a bowl.
4. Form dough into 2-teaspoon-size balls and roll in the cinnamon-sugar
mixture. Place dough balls, about 2 inches apart, on the prepared baking
sheet.
5. Bake in the preheated oven on the center rack for 7 minutes. Allow cookies
to cool on the baking sheet for 5 minutes before transferring to a wire rack
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Arts and
Entertainment
The Extremely Inconvenient
Adventures Of Bronte Mettlestone

Book Recomendations
By: Gio Trinofi

Keeper of the Lost Cities

When You Reach Me

Pokemon Adventures

by Shannon Messenger

by Rebecca Stead

by Hidenori Kusaka
Illustrated by Mato

by Jaclyn Moriarty
This book series is about a
A ten-year-old girl receives a letter
twelve-year-old girl named
saying that her parents were killed by Sophie who discovers that she is
pirates. Her parents will say that she
an elf and not a human. After
has to visit 10 of her aunts and give
moving to the Lost Cities, Sophie
them a gift from a special gift box.This and her new friends have to fight
was reinforced by some powerful magic the Neverseen-a secret group of
that makes it so she needs to follow the villains who aim to defeat
instructions exactly. While she is on the Sophie. Will Sophie and her
adventure, she discovers that there
friends ever stop the Neverseen?
might be more to the journey than just Or will the Neverseen finally
delivering gifts to her aunts.
overpower Sophie?

Abominable

This Newbery Medalwinning book is about a
girl named Miranda and
her mom who lives in
New York City. Miranda
somehow gets these
mystery notes and she
has no idea who sent
them. In this book,
Miranda learns that
things aren’t always what
she expects.

It is about two 10 year old
Pokemon trainers who get
mixed up in an awesome
adventures to remote islands
or an evacuated city! If you
like Pokemon, then you will
love this book!

Maleficent: Mistress of Evil

By Karan Sangani
From the studio that made Aladdin, The Lion King,
and many more, here comes Maleficent: Mistress of Evil.
Disney has put a lot of effort into making this movie and
hoping for the best, and Angelina Jolie simply exceeds
expectations. Joachim Rønning has wonderful talent, and
even though Rotten Tomatoes gives it 40%, it deserves the A
from CinemaScore and 96% on Audience Reviews.
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil is 10+ on Common Sense Media.
Let’s give you a sneak peek. Just like with Abominable,
picture this in your mind. Just try it. Yes, you.

There’s a cute Yeti, a heartbreaking ending, and a
great villain. What more can you ask for from Abominable?
The movie that is 83% on Rotten Tomatoes and 95% on
audience reviews, the percentage is simply not high enough.
Abominable offers audiences a well animated and engaging
adventure that families will enjoy. Believe it or not, when I
saw Abominable, I thought that a lot of Arroyo faculty,
students, and families would enjoy this film because of the
serious but still humorous way that Jill Culton puts together
this movie. Picture what I’m about to say in your minds.
Everybody try it.
The movie starts with Everest (the Yeti) escaping
from her cell at Burnish Industries and heading to the city
with Burnish search helicopters hot on her tail. Her home is
Mount Everest, which is why she’s named Everest by Yi.
Everest is scared of the helicopters so she runs into a shady
area that turns out to be Yi’s secret hideout. Joined by Jin and
Peng, the 4 set out to return Everest to her parents and home.
But the trip to Mount Everest is never safe. Yi, Jin, Peng, and
Everest must battle Dr. Zara, a poacher pretending to be a
zoologist, Chief, a former mall security guard, and Mr.
Burnish himself, A businessman set on proving to the world
that a Yeti does exist. But even with Everest’s magical
powers, will that be enough to ensure Everest’s return to
Mount Everest? You’ll have to watch Abominable, in
theaters now to find out!

Princess Aurora reigns as Queen of the Moors,
maintaining order among the fairies and woodland creatures
five years after the death of her father King Stefan.
Meanwhile, Maleficent continues to act as it’s strongest fairy
and protector of the realm. One day, Diaval overhears Aurora
accepting Prince Philip's marriage proposal and informs
Maleficent. She warns Aurora against marrying him but she
doesn’t listen. The next night, Maleficent is invited to dine
with the queen. Then danger strikes. What will happen next?
You’ll have to watch Maleficent: Mistress of Evil in theaters
now to find out!
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Craft Corner
Welcome back to Craft Corner! Last
year braiding your shoe laces was very
popular. So we decided to show the few
of you that don’t know how.

Shoe Lace Braiding
Take the end of both of your shoelaces and
weave them under the last loop of the
shoelace on the tongue. Next weave the ends
of the laces under the laces attached to the
bottom. And keep doing that until you get
to the top and then tie a bow at the top.T

How To Do the Cup Song

Have a big space, a table or hard ﬂoor is
recommended. Have the space big enough at
least to tap twice, and make sure it is
stable!
1. Of course, ﬁrst you need a cup. Have it
facing down to start.
2. Next you clap twice, and bang the table
twice, left hand, right hand, left hand, and
then right again. Keep it face down.
3. Then, with one hand, pick up the cup and
set it to the side, and hit your hand

horizontally, with your palm facing the
right.
4. This is the harder part. Clap once, then
grab, with your right hand (palm facing
right) the cup. Then with the side that you
drink out of, hit it with the hand that you
put out in step three (horizontally, with
your palm facing the right.) Bring the cup
back down, but instead of hitting it with the
corner and then with your left hand, bring
it up to your right hand, and switch with
bottom side in your palm.
5. Then have your right hand fall and hit
the table at an angle, and ﬁnally, for the
last beat, hit with your left hand (cup and
all) on top and across your left hand.

Here are some links with the cup song
lyrics and the song
Lyrics.com. STANDS4 LLC, 2019. Web.
11 Oct. 2019.
<https://www.lyrics.com/sublyric/1095/
The+cup+song>

Oktoberfest craft

To make a witch hat, you will need:
a paper plate, a party hat (or some paper
and elastic string), tape, black paint,
decorations: stickers, glitter glue, etc. Take
the hat apart and turn it inside out, to

make it easier to paint. Tape the seam on
the inside and on the bottom. You can also
make a cone with a piece of paper and
attach some elastic string.
Place the hat
on the middle of the plate and trace around
it. Draw another circle about 1/2-inch
inside of the original circle. It doesn’t need
to be perfect, it’s just a craft! Poke a hole in
the middle of the plate to help get your
scissors in there. Cut out the middle circle.
Cut about 3/4-inch slits all around the
bottom of the hat. Make sure you don’t cut
through your tape, and don’t cut higher
than the part where the elastic string is
coming out.
Bend back all of the ﬂaps that you just
created. Put the party hat up through the
hole in your plate. (Cut oﬀ a little more of
the plate if necessary.) Make sure the elastic
string from the hat is straightened out and
hanging down. Tape all of the ﬂaps to the
plate.
There you go! A witches hat! Now you just
need to add some black paint (or dark blue
mixed with brown if you are in a pinch).
Let it dry and decorate. Stickers, glitter
glue, feathers, googly eyes, you name it!

Fun Facts and Zodiacs!
By: Hadley Ryan and Alisa Portner

1. 99% of people cannot lick their elbow. Can you?

	

 2. 89% of people just tried to lick their elbow after reading the ﬁrst fact. Did you?
	

 3. The biggest cookie ever made was made in 2003 by the Immaculate Baking Company. The cookie, weighing 40,000 pounds, was
100 feet 	

wide and surprisingly enough, it only took 12 hours to bake!
	

 4. 53% of American adults prefer chocolate chip cookies over peanut butter cookies (16%), Oatmeal cookies (15%), and every other
variety 	

(16%)!
	

 5. Oreo cookies were the most popular selling cookie according to Oreo Cookie’s 100th Birthday Fact Sheet. Oreo has also sold
about 5 billion 	

dollars of cookies.
	

 6. The cookies that Cookie Monster eats in the TV show Sesame Street aren’t actually cookies, but
rice cakes with brown dots painted on them!
	

 7. Did you know that M&M stands for Mars and Murrie? Those were the
co-creators’ names!
8. Did you know that a baby puﬃn is called a ”puﬄing”?
Did you know that there is a new zodiac sign? Ophiuchus. If you
were born between Nov. 29 - Dec. 17 you are now a Ophiuchus.

Friends, Thieves, and Redwood Trees
By Sydney Grodin

“Crack!” The icy cave’s stalactite fence made a cracking sound. The Thief Alarm. Urgh. Thieves barge in sometimes,
waving a metal stick that my mom and I immediately freeze off and throw the now frozen, super sharp blade pieces at them. Once,
someone tried to melt our cave. Mom tried to freeze their torch, but the flame melted her ice. But, ice beats fire because ice turns to
water. Everyone knows it is impossible to start a fire with wet wood, so he was powerless.
Wait! I completely forgot to introduce myself. My name is…“Meleia, get out here now. The thief is at the front gates,
and whoever it is carries a satchel made of silk!”
“Okay Mom, did you know I’m kind of busy narrating a story here? I’ll be down in a second.” As I was saying, my name
is Meleia and I am 13 years old. My mom is a witch of the north. Thieves try to steal things of ours, though it’s not like we let them.
I put on my finest armor made out of over ripened gold, silver, and bronze all fused together, and grabbed my wand. I put my helmet
on and ran downstairs to find….
“Alira?! What? How?........Urgh, this is all so confusing! But you moved one and a half years ago, to America? You left
the Arctic Circle, where we said we would never leave. Why did you come back?” She touched my back. “It’s okay. I know. The
Americans were way too warm and it was way too hard for my parents to find a job. By the way, a thief of some kind was following
me, he should be here any…”
“Crack!” Now, Alira and I headed off to fight the thief, whoever he or she may be.
We won. Unfortunately, Alira’s house didn’t. So now, we live together, kind of like sisters. How we won: the thief ran at
us, and Alira cast a protection spell around me and her. The thief charged at Alira’s house and dismantled it stone by stone. He tried
to escape, but I tied him up, used a spell to break the ice of the lake that is slowly melting, and threatened to throw him in. He
promised he would never do that again and Alira tied him to a redwood tree. First, she enchanted the ropes so they would turn to a
tree once the thick cords were touching it. That meant the thief and destroyer was part of the tree now. I know I make a point about
hating thieves, but in everyone's mind, we are all heroes. The thieves were probably just trying to be heroes. I pondered that thought
as Alira and I walked, holding hands, away from the thief tree and toward home.

THE END

